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Rapid in situ assessment of luminescence-bleaching depths for deriving 
burial and exposure chronologies of rock surfaces 
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Department of Physics, Technical University of Denmark, DTU Risø Campus, Roskilde, 4000, Denmark   
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A B S T R A C T   

Recent developments in luminescence dating offer new ways to date exposure and burial durations of rocks. The 
new rock surface dating methods ideally require high-resolution data, faster sample preparation and measure-
ment times, and field screening methods to select samples with appropriate luminescence characteristics and 
bleaching histories. Presented here is a demonstration of an EMCCD (electron multiplying charge coupled device) 
based system capable of imaging high-resolution infrared stimulated luminescence (IRSL) and infrared- 
photoluminescence (IRPL) from rock samples. The IRPL can be detected at both 880 nm and 955 nm. Using 
this instrument, the entire luminescence-depth profile can be reconstructed by imaging a single surface cut 
perpendicular to the exposed rock face. We demonstrate the possibility of reconstructing luminescence-depth 
profiles suitable for rock surface dating from large (cm-scale) rock samples, without using a regeneration dose 
for normalisation of the natural luminescence signals. Based on the different bleaching characteristics of the IRSL 
and IRPL emissions at 880 nm and 955 nm, we show that it is possible to gain reliable estimates of bleaching 
depths from measurement of as few as two images of the IRPL signal (one for each emission), or from mea-
surement of the IRSL decay curve. We thus by-pass laborious sample preparations and the need for a gamma 
source to estimate the bleaching depth, thereby extending the 2D luminescence-depth profile imaging technique 
to other laboratories that lack access to ionising radiation facilities. This study also makes a significant pro-
gression towards development of a field instrument for in situ relative exposure dating, and sample screening for 
rock surface burial dating.   

1. Introduction 

Building chronologies of past geological and archaeological events 
often requires a range of methods applicable to different types of de-
posits and materials over different age ranges. One such newly devel-
oped method is optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating of 
exposed or buried rock surfaces. This method is based on the progressive 
re-setting of luminescence with depth into the rock as a function of time. 
The OSL intensity with depth into the rock is described by a double 
exponential function (Freiesleben et al., 2015; Galli et al., 2017; Laskaris 
and Liritzis, 2011; Meyer et al., 2018; Ou et al., 2018; Sohbati et al., 
2012b), where the depth of the inflection point of the profile depends on 
the exposure time, daylight flux and the opacity and internal dose rate of 
the rock (Freiesleben et al., 2015; Ou et al., 2018). The resulting 
luminescence-depth profile can be exploited for estimating exposure 
durations or erosion rates on timescales of up to 105 years (Guralnik and 
Sohbati, 2019; Lehmann et al., 2018; Sohbati et al, 2012b, 2018). This 

method of Rock Surface Exposure Dating (RSED) relies on finding a 
suitable calibration sample with known exposure time. If an exposed 
rock surface or artefact is subsequently buried by a geological or 
archaeological event, its surface or near surface region where lumines-
cence was zeroed prior to burial begins to accumulate dose, and can then 
be dated through conventional OSL means (equivalent dose determi-
nation from surface slices); this method is called Rock Surface Burial 
Dating (RSBD). Unlike in sand-silt grains, the luminescence-depth pro-
file can inform us as to whether the sample was sufficiently bleached 
prior to burial or not; this can be achieved by analysing the profile by 
curve fitting or visual examination (Freiesleben et al., 2015; Liu et al., 
2018; Rades et al., 2018; Sohbati et al., 2012b). Thus, we can establish 
whether the derived luminescence age from the slices at a particular 
depth indeed dates the burial event. 

Rock surface dating (RSD) with OSL is gradually bridging a gap in 
dating applications where conventional methods may not be applicable. 
Recent applications demonstrate the suitability of OSL RSD for dating 
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glacial moraines (e.g. Jenkins et al., 2018; Rades et al., 2018), marine 
and fluvial deposits (Brill et al., 2020; Lüthgens et al., 2017; Narama 
et al., 2007; Souza et al., 2019), rock-falls and mass-movements (Brill 
et al., 2020; Chapot et al., 2012; Sohbati et al., 2012b; Tsakalos et al., 
2020), archaeological artefacts (Ageby et al., 2021; al Khasawneh et al., 
2019; Gliganic et al., 2018; Liritzis, 1994; Liritzis et al., 2019; 2010; 
Liritzis and Galloway, 1998; Rhodes et al., 2006) and rock art (Chapot 
et al., 2012). However, whilst several exciting applications are emerging 
in literature, OSL RSD measurement techniques are cumbersome and 
time consuming. In particular, RSBD requires a significant number of 
suitable specimens that were sufficiently bleached prior to burial; 
however the bleaching status of the sample can only be determined from 
laboratory investigations after an expensive sampling campaign. It has 
been the experience of our lab that the proportion of bleached rock 
samples from high-energy environments (such as flood deposits) can be 
as low as 10 %. The sample preparation stages for OSL RSD often involve 
abrading grains from the surface, or coring, slicing and sometimes 
chemical treatment to select mineral fractions before measurement, all 
of which are very time consuming and introduce uncertainties in depth 
measurement. Profiles are generally also only constructed from ~10–20 
slices, which for exposure dating can restrict the reliability of model 
fitting and subsequently age determination as the model parameters are 
poorly constrained. It is therefore highly desirable to have a rapid and 
accurate high-resolution measurement of OSL intensity with depth into 
rocks, both in the field to guide sample collection, and in the lab to 
decrease sample processing times and obtain a more robust dataset. 

Spatially resolved OSL and TL measurements can potentially solve 
these problems, but until recently measurements have largely been 
restricted to small rock slices ~1 cm in diameter due to size constraints 
of the TL/OSL readers (e.g. Hashimoto et al., 2003a; Clark-Balzan and 
Schwenninger, 2012; Duller et al., 2015; Kook et al., 2015; Duller et al., 
2020). The recent discovery of infrared-photoluminescence (IRPL) from 
feldspar (Prasad et al., 2017) has piqued further interest in spatially 
resolving luminescence, as IRPL shows very high sensitivity (Kook et al., 
2018; Kumar et al., 2018) and allows the same area to be measured 
multiple times without a significant depletion in signal intensity (steady 
state emission). These characteristics together allow IRPL to be suitable 
for high-resolution imaging where minerals can be clearly identified to 
be easily obtained. Recently, Sellwood et al. (2019) demonstrated that 
IRPL based imaging can directly capture high-resolution (~140 μm) 
luminescence-depth profiles from large (~4 × 5 cm) rock slabs, cir-
cumventing the need for conventional coring and slicing. Requiring only 
to cut a slab of rock perpendicular to the exposed surface, they imaged 
the IRPL emission at 955 nm from feldspar (Prasad et al., 2017) from a 
granitic rock. The measured IRPL depth profile was directly comparable 
to that constructed using post-IR IRSL at 225 ◦C (pIRIR225) from con-
ventional rock slices measured on the Risø TL/OSL reader. However, like 
for any luminescence signal, it is necessary to normalise the natural IRPL 
signal by that obtained using a regeneration dose; this is because the 
absolute light emission from the sample varies spatially depending on 
feldspar sensitivity as well as the emitting volume under each pixel (a 
function of the 3D distribution of each mineral). Thus, although IRPL 
imaging is a powerful method allowing rapid measurements of 
high-resolution luminescence-depth profiles, it requires facilities for 
irradiation of large centimetre-scale samples. Unfortunately, such fa-
cilities are not easily accessible for most luminescence laboratories and 
certainly not available during field sampling to enable screening of 
bleached samples. This need for normalisation with irradiation doses is 
therefore a significant limitation on the usability of imaging of lumi-
nescence for rock surface dating, and poses significant hindrance in the 
routine application of the technique, both for the field and laboratory 
applications. 

We present here a thorough investigation into different normal-
isation methods that do not require a regeneration dose for constructing 
spatially resolved luminescence-depth profiles. We believe such a 
methodological development will open the door for many OSL labs to 

using spatially resolved luminescence for rock surface dating applica-
tions, and also avoid potential problems associated with sensitivity 
changes induced from regeneration doses (Li et al., 2013). In order to 
achieve this goal, we have further developed our instrumentation re-
ported in Sellwood et al. (2019) to improve the precision of IRSL signal 
(greater stimulation power) and extended the IRPL detection to image 
the newly characterised 880 nm emission (Kumar et al, 2018, 2020), 
alongside the original 955 nm window. We demonstrate that it is 
possible to assess IRSL and IRPL bleaching depths in rocks using as little 
as two images (both IRPL emissions), or from the IRSL decay curve 
alone, obtaining comparable information to profiles normalised with a 
regeneration dose. 

2. Methods and instrumentation 

Three granitic samples were measured in this study. A pale crystal-
line granite (G02) with <2 mm diameter K-rich feldspar crystals was 
selected. The sample had been thermally annealed at 700 ◦C and irra-
diated with a 7 kGy saturation dose before being bleached outside for 
566 days. A core was drilled perpendicular to the exposed surface using 
a 40 mm diameter diamond drill bit, and a 36 × 20.7 × 1.3 mm section 
was cut from this using a 0.3 mm diamond wire precision saw. The 
second sample is a coarse crystalline (~1 cm crystals) heterogeneous 
granite (GOT12) from Switzerland. The sample was taken from glacially 
polished bedrock and has a known exposure of ~11 ka (Hippe et al., 
2014). A cubic block of the sample was cut perpendicular to the exposed 
surface to produce a 50 × 47 × 10 mm slab for imaging. Third, a pink 
fine crystalline low-metamorphosed granitic-gneiss cobble (GL2) was 
collected from the front of a glacier in southwest Greenland. The sample 
is assumed to have been recently deposited by the glacier, but an actual 
exposure duration has not been established. This sample was also cored 
and sliced into a 19 × 41 × 1.5 mm section. Photographs of the three 
samples are available in the supplementary information. 

Images were captured using an Evolve electron multiplying charge- 
coupled device (EMCCD) camera internally cooled to ~80 ◦C, with a 
512 × 512 pixel chip size. IRPL was stimulated with an 830 nm laser 
with a power distribution of 0.8 mW/cm2 over a 7 cm diameter area. The 
IRSL was stimulated at room temperature (~22 ◦C), via twenty 850 nm 
LEDs mounted on a 30 cm diameter ring with a 60 mW/cm2 power 
distribution at the sample stage. Three filter combinations were moun-
ted for measuring the different emissions. The IRPL880 was transmitted 
through an 880 nm band-pass filter (BP) and 2 × 850 nm long-pass (LP) 
filters, the 955 nm peak through a 950 nm BP and 2 × 925 nm filters, and 
the IRSL was detected through a BG-3 and BG-39 combination. A 1020 
nm LED was also mounted for visual imaging the samples. Samples were 
placed on a vertically adjustable lab jack, enabling manual focusing of 
the camera on the sample. 

The exposure times for the IRPL images were set according to the 
intensities of the samples to prevent saturation in the EMCCD camera. 
The IRSL was measured with a 10 s exposure for either 12 frames 
(GOT12) or 18 frames (G02 and GL2), which was sufficient for capturing 
the full IRSL decay curve until background levels. After measuring the 
natural IRPL and IRSL, then IRPL again, the slab was bleached in the 
solar simulator for 6 days and then given cumulative gamma doses from 
a Cobalt-60 gamma cell facility (High dose rate reference laboratory, 
DTU), totalling a final test dose of 5 kGy. Here, we do not subtract a 
residual or background from our data. There is negligible background 
noise from the instrumentation and we observed that there was minimal 
influence of any residual signal on the shape of the luminescence-depth 
profiles. Therefore, we disregarded such a background subtraction to 
make the data acquisition and analysis as simple and fast as possible. 
The full measurement sequence for all samples is outlined in Table 1. 

For profile reconstruction, analysis was performed in MATLAB, using 
the image processing toolbox (The Mathworks, 2004; script and data set 
available in the supplementary information). The data used for profile 
construction were: a) the IRPL955/IRPL880 ratio, b) ΔIRPL, as per Jain 
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et al. (2020) (see Eq.1; IRPLi is the initial IRPL measurement, and 
pIRRTIRPL is the IRPL after IRSL at room temperature (RT)), and c) the 
ratio between the first and a later frame (F1/Fx) of the IRSL decay curve. 

ΔIRPL=
IRPLi − pIRRT IRPL

IRPLi
Eq.1 

For method c, an appropriate frame for normalisation was chosen 
arbitrarily through visually assessing the clarity of the profile structure 
(clear transition zone from bleached to saturated IRSL). IRSL decay 
curves were constructed by summing the IRSL from each frame and 
plotting over cumulative stimulation time. Regeneration-dose normal-
ised profiles were made after the samples received the final gamma dose. 
Luminescence-depth profiles were constructed by taking the mean and 
standard error of each column across the images. The bleaching depth 
was defined as the depth at which luminescence intensity is 50 % of the 
saturation level (or saturation half-depth; SD50 %) (Sohbati et al., 
2012a). These depths were estimated by assessing the mean intensity 
from the saturated part of the luminescence profile, determining the 
value at half this intensity and taking the corresponding depth. 

3. Luminescence-depth profiles in rocks: theoretical 
considerations 

In order to fully understand the normalisation methods discussed in 
this article, an understanding of the relationships between the two IRPL 
emissions and IRSL, and their respective bleaching behaviours is needed. 
Infrared stimulated luminescence (IRSL) from feldspars arises from 
electron detrapping from the principal trap followed by transportation 
through the conduction band tail states to recombination centres (holes; 
Poolton et al., 2002). In contrast to IRSL, Infrared photoluminescence 
(IRPL) is a stokes-shifted emission, arising from radiative excited to 
ground state transition in the principal trap following near-Infrared 
(NIR) excitation (i.e. no detrapping or recombination with holes; Pra-
sad et al., 2017). IRPL examines the two distinct principal trap pop-
ulations at 880 nm (1.41 eV; IRPL880) or 955 nm (1.30 eV; IRPL955) 
(Kumar et al., 2018). Where IRSL measurement empties part of the trap 
population and informs us of the proximal hole populations, IRPL results 
in a steady state emission with little to no alteration in trap population 
from measurement (Jain et al., 2020). Thus, measurement of both IRSL 
and IRPL enables investigation of the proximal electron-hole pop-
ulations as well as the total electron trap populations, respectively (Jain 
et al., 2020). 

3.1. Correlation between IRPL880 and IRPL955 

Jain et al. (2020) and Kumar et al. (2020a) have extensively char-
acterised IRPL at both 880 nm and 955 nm, concluding that the emis-
sions arise from the same defect but from different sites (hereafter 
referred to as the 880 nm and 955 nm trapping centres). They demon-
strated that both emissions have the same electron-capture cross--
sections, but the two IRPL signals bleach at different rates to different 
residual intensities; the higher residual for the IRPL880 compared to 

IRPL955 (Kumar et al., 2020). Furthermore, the two IRPL centres have 
different interaction cross-sections for a given wavelength (Kumar et al., 
2020) indicating that they will bleach at different rates when exposed to 
the same daylight spectrum. Differences in bleaching may result due to 
factors such as different mineralogy, crystallinity, defect density, opac-
ity, etc.. Considering this, if the two IRPL trapping centres are homo-
geneously distributed across the sample (on the spatial scale of a pixel 
when considering spatially resolved measurements), it raises the possi-
bility to self-normalise the IRPL signal (e.g. 955/880 nm) to account for 
the variations in sensitivity between the two emissions. Taking the IRPL 
ratio from an exposed rock would therefore yield a luminescence-depth 
profile which is dependent on the different bleaching rates of the two 
IRPL centres, and daylight fluence. 

With this idea we examined the correlation between the two IRPL 
signals from the three granitic rock samples used in this study, after 
receiving a 5 kGy test dose. Fig. 1 presents the pixel-wise correlations 
between the IRPL880 and IRSL955 from each sample. The two emissions 
are clearly correlated, with correlation coefficients of 0.99, 0.99, and 
0.98 for G02, GOT12 and GL2 respectively. These trends indicate that 
the ratio between the populations of the two centres (880 nm and 955 
nm) must be constant on a pixel scale, irrespective of which feldspar 
grain is measured in the slice. Given that the two IRPL signals occur in 
the same proportion in a given slice, a profile based on the ratio of the 
two IRPL signals is expected to account for the spatial variations in 
absolute sensitivity. If the two IRPL signals had the same bleachability, 
such a ratio profile would be flat. Instead if they have different 
bleachabilities as expected from previous work (Kumar et al, 2020, 
2021), then we expect that taking the ratio between the two emissions 
will result in a profile with a structure that yields information on the 
bleaching depth. 

Interestingly in Fig. 1, there exists a small intercept on the IRPL955 
axis for all three samples when a free linear regression is performed on 
the data. Note that the intercept cannot be due to either the stimulation 
source breakthrough in the detection window, or the unbleachable re-
sidual IRPL955 signal; this is because the background measured after 
bleaching the samples in a solar simulator has been subtracted from 
these data. While we do not know the origin of the intercept, it is small 
and has an insignificant effect on the ratio of the two signals. 

3.2. Effect of σφ0 and μ on the IRPL ratio profiles 

Here we investigate based on simulations, what shape such a profile 
based on the ratio of the two IRPL signals can take, and how useful can 
such a ratio profile be in informing us on the bleaching depth. We 
consider the first order function used for RSD modelling (Eq.2). Here, L 
is the luminescence at depth x (m), t (s) is the exposure duration, σφ0 
(s− 1) is the net detrapping rate on the exposed surface and μ (m− 1) is the 
light attenuation coefficient of the rock (Sohbati et al., 2011): 

L  (x)= e− tσϕ0  e− μx Eq.2 

This bleaching profile has a sigmoidal shape with luminescence ris-
ing gradually from zero at the surface to a saturation value at depths 
with negligible bleaching. We modelled multiple IRPL profiles (Fig. 2) to 
simulate the effects of different effective wavelength attenuations (μ, 
mm− 1) and the different photoionization cross-sections (σ; and resulting 
detrapping rates through the combined parameter σφ0 (s

− 1) as a func-
tion of the same exposure time, t) of the two IRPL centres. We considered 
the benefit of addressing these model parameters separately to try to 
simplify our understanding of how the two IRPL centres behave upon 
exposure to light. The IRPL955 curves (solid red, green and blue curves) 
result from decreasing μ (Fig. 2a) or increasing σφ0 (Fig. 2b) with respect 
to a reference IRPL880 profile (black curve), as we would expect from a 
natural exposure. We can see that the relatively smaller attenuation 
coefficients in the IRPL955 profiles lead to more gentle slopes in the 
transitions zones of the profiles (between the bleached and saturated 

Table 1 
Measurement sequence for IRPL and IRSL. Step 7 was used to reconstruct 
regeneration-dose normalised profiles to act as a reference to profiles 
constructed with the new normalisations methods discussed in this article. 
After step 7, steps 1–5 were repeated.  

Step Result 

1. IRPL 880 nm IRPL880 Ln, Lx 
2. IRPL 955 nm IRPL955 Ln, Lx 
3. IRSL IRSL Ln, Lx 
4. IRPL 880 nm IRPL880 after IRSL 
5. IRPL 955 nm IRPL955 after IRSL 
6. Bleaching in solar simulator Background 
7. Gamma dose   
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regions), and an apparent deepening in the SD50 % depths of the pro-
files. Variation in the photoionization cross-section between IRPL880 and 
IRPL955 leads to profiles which diverge in SD50 % depth, but not in slope 
or shape of the profile (Fig. 2b). Taking the IRPL 955/880 nm ratio re-
sults in a valley shaped profile (dashed lines) with increasing width and 
depth of the valley as the μ is decreased or σφ0 is increased relative to the 
IRPL880 reference curve. The depth of the ratio curve minima of these 
modelled profiles depends on the separation in depth between the two 
IRPL profiles used for calculating the ratio. The value of the ratio curve 
at the surface reaches unity as the IRPL880 and IRPL955 profiles reach a 
constant residual value (assumed background in the model) in the 
simulated data. However, in experimental data this residual level may 
be different for IRPL880 and IRPL955 due to different sensitivities and 
bleaching rates of the two signals (Kumar et al., 2020), thus leading to a 
surface ratio deviating from unity. Furthermore, in case there is a burial 
component in the profile we still expect a valley structure resulting from 
the bleached components of the luminescence-depth profiles; however 
the burial doses will determine the ratio at the surface (greater than 
unity) as well as the relative minima position of the ratio curve. The 
simulation results are summarised in Fig. 2c, where we observe a posi-
tive relation between the depth from the rock surface of the ratio curve 
minima (dashed lines in Fig. 2 a and b), and the SD50 % depth of the 
IRPL955 profiles. 

The results of these simulations suggest that we can utilise the slight 
differences in IRPL bleachability and that plotting the IRPL 955/880 nm 
ratio curve can be used to detect whether a sample has been sufficiently 
bleached in nature or not, while accounting for the spatial variations in 
IRPL sensitivity. It is also apparent that the width and depth of the ratio 
curve can inform us of the extent to which IRPL at 880 nm and 955 nm 
differ in their bleachability across individual samples. 

3.3. Correlation between the first and later frames of the IRSL decay 
curve 

In general the IRPL signals are much more difficult to bleach 
compared to the IRSL signal; Sellwood et al. (2019) estimated that the 
bleachability of the IRPL955 signal was similar to that of the pIRIR225 
signal. Given that there will always be some samples where IRSL has 
been sufficiently bleached but the IRPL has not, it is therefore desirable 
to also have a rapid method for assessing the degree to which the IRSL 
signal has bleached. Sellwood et al. (2019) were unsuccessful in pro-
ducing clear IRSL images, largely because of the low stimulation light 
flux in that study. We have remedied this issue, increasing the stimu-
lation light power enough that IRSL imaging of large rocks slices is now 
also viable. The obvious question then is how to normalise the natural 
IRSL measurement without using a test dose. As IRSL has a relatively 
rapid decay during measurement, whole IRSL decay curves are usually 
captured from rock samples allowing us to view and compare relative 
decay rates and sensitivity of IRSL from different regions of interest in 
the rock. We considered the benefit of dividing the natural IRSL (first 
frame from the start of the decay curve; F1) by a later frame from the 
measurement (later part of the decay curve; Fx) representing the 
harder-to-bleach portion of the trap population. Fig. 3 shows the 
pixel-wise correlations between the first frames of the IRSL decay curves 
(after 5 kGy) and the final frames for each sample. The scatter, especially 
for G02 and GL2, is a result of the varying decay rates and sensitivities of 
the IRSL on a pixel-by-pixel (or sub-crystal) scale. GOT12 has the 
brightest IRSL, with a much clearer distinction between the 
IRSL-emitting minerals and non-luminescing regions, leading to a 
tighter correlation. The differences in IRSL intensities between the three 
samples is likely a product of slightly different mineralogy, but further 
investigation into specific geochemistry has not been conducted here. 
Regardless, it is the general positive correlative relationship which we 
see between the IRSL from the first and final frames which supports our 

Fig. 1. Pixel-wise correlation between the IRPL955 and IRPL880 images for the three granitic samples imaged in this study, after receiving a 5 kGy gamma dose. The 
red line shows a linear regression fit, with 95 % confidence bands shown by the dashed lines. 

Fig. 2. Simulated profiles (solid lines) and resulting ratio profiles (dashed lines) after varying either μ (a), or σ (combined parameter of σφ0) (b). c) Relation between 
the depth of the ratio curve minima and the SD50 % depth of the IRPL955 profiles. A linear regression was plotted through each data set. 
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hypothesis for F1/Fx as a normalisation method. Through normalisation 
with a later frame from the IRSL decay curve, a luminescence-depth 
profile can be established where pixel-wise (crystal) variation in IRSL 
intensity and sensitives are accounted for via decay instead of sensitivity 
to regeneration dose. As the decay of IRSL is relatively rapid, it is 
possible to use any frame from the decay curve for normalisation. 

3.4. ΔIRPL as a surrogate for IRSL 

As a final normalisation method, we consider the much higher 
measurement sensitivity of IRPL compared to IRSL, and the fact that 
IRSL comes from a subpopulation of traps giving rise to IRPL (Jain et al., 
2020). Jain et al. (2020) have demonstrated that the proportion of 
trapped electrons, which participate in IRSL, can be approximated by 
the difference between the IRPL from before and after IRSL measure-
ment (ΔIRPL; Eq.1). They also found that IRPL955 centres are more 
easily bleachable and have a relatively larger contribution to IRSL 
compared to the IRPL880 centres, likely due to IRPL955 sites being 
located at more proximal distance to recombination sites (Jain et al., 
2020). For IRPL955, there can be up to 50 % of the trapped charge 
participating where as for IRPL880, only 20–30 % participates in IRSL 
(Jain et al., 2020). Through measuring both IRSL and IRPL, we are able 
to investigate whether ΔIRPL may be used as a surrogate for IRSL. Fig. 4 
presents the correlations between IRSL and the change in IRPL955 due to 
IRSL measurement (ΔIRPL955), after the rock slice had received a 5 kGy 
regeneration dose to saturate the traps. We see here that, whilst there is a 
large scatter indicating the IRPL loss due to IRSL measurement varies 
grain-to-grain (and pixel-to-pixel) for the three samples, there is positive 
correlation between the two data sets. With regards to a bleached rock, 
the ΔIRPL profile will show minimal change in IRPL where the IRSL is 
zeroed, with increasing ΔIRPL with depth from the surface. The ΔIRPL 
measurement is thus considered an appropriate surrogate for IRSL, and 
could be used for establishing a proxy IRSL-depth. This possibility is 
especially significant when it is difficult to collect IRSL data (i.e. where 
instrumentation may not be sensitive enough for IRSL detection, e.g. in 
portable instruments). In this article we investigate the potential of 

using ΔIRPL for reconstructing luminescence-depth profiles, and discuss 
the results with respect to IRSL profiles. 

4. Results 

In the following sections we present and discuss the results of im-
aging the natural and regenerated IRPL and IRSL in detail. The lumi-
nescence images and luminescence-depth profiles are grouped by 
sample for easier comparisons between their respective profiles from the 
various normalisation methods. Figs. 5–7 present the data from G02, 
GOT 12 and GL2 respectively. In each figure, the natural IRPL and IRSL 
data (both images and profiles) are presented in panels a and b, 
respectively. Panels c and d present the images and profiles after nor-
malisation with the regeneration dose for IRPL and IRSL, respectfully. 
Panels e show the ΔIRPL profiles and ratio maps, and panels f show the 
results of normalised IRSL using the first and later frames (F1/Fx) from 
the natural decay curve. The results of taking the 955/880 nm ratio are 
presented in Fig. 8. All raw IRPL images and ratio maps are presented in 
false colour, with legend bars representing the signal intensity or ratio 
values. 

4.1. Natural IRPL and IRSL images and profiles 

In order to fully assess the necessity of a normalisation step for 
reconstructing luminescence-depth profiles, it is important to view the 
natural (Ln) data without any normalisation method. 

IRPL. 
The natural IRPL880 and IRPL955 data are shown in panels a, for G02 

(Fig. 5), GOT12 (Fig. 6) and GL2 (Fig. 7). From first observations, it is 
clear that all three samples have been exposed to sunlight for durations 
long enough to deplete both IRPL880 and IRPL955 within the first few mm 
of the surface in each slab (dark blue regions on the left side of the inset 
images). However, the translation of these images into luminescence- 
depth profiles shows large fluctuations due to spatial variation in the 
sensitivity, necessitating an appropriate normalisation method to ac-
count for these variations. There is significant ambiguity in SD50 % 

Fig. 3. Pixel-wise correlations of IRSL intensity between the first frame and the last frame from the IRSL decay curves for each sample.  

Fig. 4. Pixel-wise correlation between ΔIRPL955 and IRSL for G02 (left), GOT12 (middle) and GL2 (right).  
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estimation for all the natural profiles, and therefore estimated SD50 % 
values are not given. 

The natural IRPL profiles from G02 (Fig. 5a) show that IRPL has been 
reduced to residual levels below a depth of ~2 mm. Beyond this the 
intensity increases until the profile starts to fluctuate. This fluctuation is 
related to the 2D spatial variations in IRPL sensitivity or possible vari-
ations in the emitting volume due to changes in mineral thickness below 
the surface with respect to the mean attenuation depth of near-IR light 
(3D sensitivity). The natural IRPL profiles for GOT12 (Fig. 6a) show 
similar behaviour, with a clear bleached region at the surface, followed 
by a peak and a further irregular increase to the saturation region. The 
irregular peaks in the saturation region of the profile (>10 mm from the 
surface) correspond to the positions of the IRPL-emitting minerals. A 
decrease in IRPL intensity is seen between 20 and 25 mm depth, where 
IRPL sensitive minerals are lacking in abundance (see inset IRPL im-
ages). In comparison, GL2 (Fig. 7a) appears to have a much shorter 
exposure duration compared to GL2 and GOT12, reflected as a small 
surface region void of luminescence in the raw images. The lumines-
cence intensity as a function of depth follows the almost foliated texture 
in the rock visible in the raw images, and is clearly the factor preventing 
SD50 % depth estimation. 

It is also worth noting the differences in intensity between the 
IRPL880 and IRPL955, seen in all three samples. Whilst the fluctuations in 
the IRPL880 profile mimic those in the IRPL955 profile, we see that the 
IRPL955 emission has a slightly greater intensity across the whole profile, 
with a slightly larger residual at the surface and a greater divergence in 
intensity within the saturated region. This is likely due to the larger 
detection window in the filter set-up for IRPL955 detection (bandwidth of 

950 ± 50 nm). 
IRSL. 
The natural IRSL image for G02 (Fig. 5b insert) highlights the pref-

erential difference in bleaching between the IRSL and IRPL, with a 
remarkably deeper bleaching depth compared to that of the IRPL. The 
individual IRSL-emitting minerals are relatively harder to distinguish in 
the IRSL image. This is due to the IRSL intensity being over an order of 
magnitude smaller than IRPL preventing clear observation of mineral 
boundaries but demonstrating the superiority of the latter emission for 
imaging. The second insert in Fig. 5b presents the IRSL decay curve, 
constructed from summing all pixels in each frame of the IRSL mea-
surement. At the end of the measurement, the IRSL reaches a residual 
level. The natural G02 IRSL-depth profile (Fig. 5b) shows how the IRSL 
has been zeroed from the surface down to ~7 mm in depth, where in-
tensity starts to increase up to saturation. Contrary to the IRPL profiles 
(Fig. 5a) there is no residual IRSL seen at the surface of the rock (zero 
depth) confirming the higher bleachability of the IRSL. The natural IRSL 
image from GOT12 in Fig. 6b shows how the IRSL has been bleached 
over almost half of the depth of the slab. As outlined in the discussions of 
the GL2 natural IRPL profiles above, the 2D and 3D spatial variations in 
IRSL-emitting minerals are limiting the estimation of SD50 % depth, 
with very few luminescing minerals visible. In contrast to the uncer-
tainty in bleaching depth in the IRPL profile from GL2, the IRSL image 
and profile (Fig. 7b) show a very clear ~4 mm bleached region from the 
surface of the slab. However, the variation in IRSL intensity within the 
profile still hinders a clear transition zone being distinguished between 
the bleached and saturated regions. 

Fig. 5. IRPL (left panels)and IRSL (right panels) images and profiles from G02. a) Natural IRPL profiles with insert false-colour IRPL images with colour bars 
representing intensity. b) Natural IRSL profile, with inset intensity map and decay curve. c) IRPL profiles after normalisation with the regeneration dose (Ln/Lx), with 
ratio maps. d) IRSL profile after normalisation with a regeneration dose. e) ΔIRPL profiles. Note that the ΔIRPL880 data has been scaled by a factor of two for easier 
comparison. f) IRSL profile from normalising first frame in IRSL decay curve by frame 4 (F1/F4). 
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4.2. Regeneration dose normalised (Ln/Lx) IRPL and IRSL depth profiles 

The natural IRPL and IRSL images were normalised by measuring the 
IRPL and IRSL after a 5 kGy regeneration dose, and the resulting profiles 
and ratio maps serve as a benchmark for the proceeding normalisation 
methods discussed in this article. 

IRPL. 
Fig. 5c shows the IRPL Ln/Lx profiles for G02 with inset ratio maps. 

Normalisation has resulted in profiles that now show the familiar 
smooth sigmoidal form expected in luminescence-depth profiles. What is 
instantly apparent is the divergence in slope of the transition zones 
(region between bleached and saturated part of the profile) between the 
two IRPL profiles. The IRPL955 Ln/Lx profile has a shallower slope 
within the transition zone, and an SD50 % of 5 mm (Table 2), relative to 
the IRPL880 profile that has a steeper slope, and a shallower depth of 4.5 
mm. This divergence in slope likely reflects an apparent difference in μ 
between the two IRPL profiles (relatively larger μ for IRPL880, than 
IRPL955). This observation is consistent with our conjecture in section 3 
regarding the different effective bleaching wavelengths for the two IRPL 
signals based on their excitation spectra (Kumar et al., 2020). The two 
GOT12 IRPL Ln/Lx profiles show very similar slopes in the transition 
zones and the IRPL880 and IRPL955 have very similar SD50 % depths at 
8.2 mm and 8.9 mm respectively, with a difference in Ln/Lx seen within 
a few mm at the surface. 

Fig. 7c presents the Ln/Lx profiles and inset ratio maps for GL2 where 
it is now clear to which depth the IRPL has been bleached. Similar to 
what is seen in the Ln/Lx profiles from G02 (Fig. 5c), there is a difference 
in the slope of the transition zones between the two IRPL profiles, with 
the IRPL955 profile showing a slightly deeper bleaching depth (2.5 mm) 

compared to the IRPL880 profile (SD50 % at 2.2 mm). Interestingly, all 
Ln/Lx profiles show a slight rise in the surface 1–2 mm of the profiles; 
this effect is especially prominent in samples G02 and GOT12. It is 
apparent from looking at the Lx images that these surface regions 
experience a decrease in surface dose sensitivity. This observation will 
be addressed further in the discussion section. 

It is also observed that the Ln/Lx ratio within the saturated region of 
the profile does not reach unity (~0.8 for G02 and GL2; ~0.4 for 
GOT12). From previous experiments, this is due to unstable or shallow 
charge not being removed after receiving a regenerative dose (Kumar 
et al., 2021). Introducing a pre-heat stage in the measurement sequence 
will remove such charge and push the ratio towards unity, although the 
shape of the profile should remain the same. 

IRSL. 
The IRSL data for G02 (Fig. 5d) presents similar information to that 

seen in the natural data (Fig. 5b), with negligible surface values. The 
transition zone and saturated region of the profile is smoother, and we 
estimate an SD50 % depth of 11.1 mm (Table 2). Normalisation of the 
natural GOT12 IRSL with a regeneration dose has now produced a 
sigmoidal profile with a shallow slope in the transition zone up to an 
identifiable saturation zone (Fig. 6d). This normalisation has made 
identification of the bleaching depth significantly easier and is estimated 
at 23.1 mm. The result of normalising the natural IRSL from GL2 
(Fig. 7d) with a regeneration dose is also highly beneficial, as we can 
now see that the SD50 % depth actually lies at ~9.6 mm – information 
not obtainable from the Ln data alone. 

Fig. 6. IRPL and IRSL Results from GOT12. a) Natural IRPL profiles with insert false-colour IRPL images. b) Natural IRSL profile with inset intensity map and decay 
curve. c) Regeneration-dose normalised IRPL profiles. d) Regeneration-dose normalised IRSL profile. e) ΔIRPL profiles. No re-scaling of the IRPL880 data was 
necessary with this data set. f) IRSL profile from normalising first frame in IRSL decay curve by frame 3 (F1/F3). 
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4.3. ΔIRPL profiles 

From calculating the change in IRPL intensity from before and after 
IRSL measurement, we have been able to reconstruct profiles which are 
generally similar in shape and bleaching depth to the IRSL Ln/Lx pro-
files. This confirms that at least to the first order ΔIRPL measures the 
percentage of charge population which participates in IRSL. Interest-
ingly, the large scatter observed in the plot of ΔIRPL vs. IRSL (Fig. 4) is 
not reflected in the ΔIRPL and IRSL luminescence-depth profiles, which 
offer similar bleaching depth estimations with respect to each other, 
especially for the ΔIRPL955. Our data show how the magnitude of ΔIRPL 
varies sample to sample, but do support the findings of Jain et al. (2020), 
where the greatest influence of IRSL measurement is seen in the IRPL955 
emission. 

Fig. 5e shows the ΔIRPL profiles for G02, where the ΔIRPL880 data 
has been scaled by a factor of 2, to more easily compare the two IRPL 
data sets. The ΔIRPL955 profile shows a clear valley-shaped structure 
decreasing from the surface, and rising again up to the saturated region 
of the slab; this structure is less prominent in the ΔIRPL880 profile which 
is flatter near the surface. In the saturated region of the slab the IRPL955 
was depleted up to ~18 % due to IRSL and only ~5 % in 880 nm. The 
valley shape seen within the surface region in the ΔIRPL955 profile of 
sample G02 (Fig. 5e) suggests that apparently there occurs a greater 
depletion of the residual signal near the surface during IRSL measure-
ment. This could possibly be due to some charge transfer effect during 
exposure in nature or, this could be an artefact of change in the sensi-
tivity of the instrument between the two IRPL measurements; this needs 
to be investigated in future work. Interestingly, in the transition zone of 

the profiles there are some pixels which showed an increase in IRPL 
(955 nm and 880 nm) intensity after the IRSL measurement, resulting in 
negative values in the ΔIRPL; the relative increase was greater for the 
880 nm emission compared to the 955 emission. Ignoring this rise at the 
surface, the ΔIRPL profiles for G02 show SD50 % depths of 7 mm 
(ΔIRPL880) and 8.7 mm (ΔIRPL955), which lie in-between the SD50 % 
depths from the natural and Ln/Lx IRPL and IRSL profiles, and is similar 
to the profile obtained from the IRSL F1/F4 profile (see next section). 
The ΔIRPL profiles for GOT12 are shown in Fig. 6e. Here, we do not see 
the valley-shaped structure in the surface region of the slab. Both IRPL 
955 nm and 880 nm experienced slight increase in intensity within the 
naturally bleached region of the slab, and only a small decrease (~8 % of 
IRPL955) in intensity within the saturated region of the slab as a result of 
IRSL measurement. The GOT12 SD50 % depth cannot be estimated for 
the ΔIRPL880 as the profile is relatively flat and very noisy, but is esti-
mated at 16 mm for ΔIRPL955. The data from GL2 is shown in Fig. 7e, 
where the ΔIRPL880 data has been rescaled by a factor of two. Similar to 
G02 (Fig. 5e), GL2 shows a significant difference in the response of 
IRPL880 and IRPL955 to IRSL measurement, with the IRPL955 decreasing 
~20 % within the saturated region of the slab, with significantly less 
change in IRPL880 intensity. Again, we see how IRPL intensity has 
increased in the previously bleached surface region of the slab, with a 
greater increase in the IRPL880 as shown as the negative values in the 
inset ratio maps. The SD50 % depths are estimated at 6.5 mm for 
ΔIRPL880, and 7 mm for ΔIRPL955. To the first order approximation 
there is a good agreement between the SD50 % depths of the ΔIRPL 
(especially the ΔIRPL955 profile) and IRSL Ln/Lx and F1/Fx profiles (see 
next section and Table 2). The fact that they do not match completely 

Fig. 7. GL2 profiles and inset false-colour maps. a) Natural IRPL profiles with insert false-colour IRPL images. b) Natural IRSL profile, with inset intensity map and 
decay curve. c) IRPL Ln/Lx profiles and ratio maps. d) IRSL Ln/Lx profile and map. e) ΔIRPL profiles. Note that the data from IRPL880 has been scaled by a factor of 
two for easier comparison between the two emissions. f) IRSL profile from normalising first frame in the IRSL decay curve by frame 6. 
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requires further understanding of electron loss mechanisms during IR 
stimulation. 

4.4. IRSL signal to background ratio (F1/Fx) profiles 

Here we present the IRSL profiles after dividing the first frame (F1) 
measured in the IRSL time-series by a later frame (Fx), utilising the 
varying sensitivity of the IRSL components in our rock samples. The 
frames for normalisation were chosen arbitrarily, selecting the resultant 
profiles considered as the best representations of the normalisation 
method, with discernible transition zones for SD50 % depth estimation. 

Plotted in Fig. 5f is the G02 ratio map and corresponding profile from 
dividing frame 1 by frame 4 (F1/F4). Note that within the inset ratio 
maps, some regions are void of pixel values and appear as white due to 
infinite values being produced during calculation, where there was no 

depletion in IRPL due to IR stimulation; such values were disregarded 
when plotting. The saturated region of the profile hosts significantly 
more scatter than seen in the IRSL Ln/Lx profile. This is due to spatial 
variation in the proportion of the easy and difficult-to-bleach IRSL 
components, dependent on the pixel-scale mineralogy and the density of 
the recombination centres. The G02 F1/F4 profile presents an expected 
sigmoidal profile clear transition zone, with an SD50 % depth of 9.6 mm. 
For GOT12, the first frame was divided by frame 3 (F1/F3; Fig. 6f) and 
has more scatter than that seen from the G02 data, indicating an 
apparently greater variation in IRSL decay rates and sensitivity across 
the sample. The GOT12 SD50 % depth is shallower than that estimated 
from the IRSL Ln/Lx profile (Fig. 5d), and at 16.6 mm, corresponds more 
closely to the ΔIRPL955 profile (See Table 2 and Fig. 6c). The IRSL F1/F6 
data from GL2 is shown in Fig. 7f. This profile has a similar slope to the 
IRSL Ln/Lx profile in Fig. 7d, but again, is slightly shallower in bleaching 

Fig. 8. a) Modelled IRPL880 (black) and IRPL955 (red) profiles and resulting ratio profiles (dashed lines) after fitting Ln/Lx data with Eq.2, to obtain estimates of the 
values of μ for each sample. b) IRPL 955/880 profiles from images (blue profiles; corresponds to left axis), with IRPL880 Ln/Lx profiles in grey for comparison 
(corresponds to right axis). 

Table 2 
Estimates of the SD50 % depths for IRPL and IRSL profiles, as well as the depth corresponding to the position (depth) of the minima of the 955/880 nm ratio profiles. 
Blank cells are where the SD50 % depth could not be estimated. Uncertainties on the SD50 % and minima depths were not included as the values are estimates. 
Uncertainties along the x (depth) axis are in the order of a few pixels (1 pixel = ~0.14 mm), and the uncertainty in the luminescence intensity (y axis) is relatively 
small, as shown by the standard errors around the data points in the profiles.  

IRPL SD50 % (mm) Minima position (mm) IRSL SD50 % (mm)  

IRPL880 IRPL955 Ln/Lx880 Ln/Lx955 ΔIRPL880 ΔIRPL955 955/880 nm IRSL IRSL Ln/Lx IRSL F1/Lx 

G02 – – 4.5 5.0 7 8.7 4.4 – 11.1 9.6 
GOT12 – – 8.2 8.9 – 16 9.4 – 23.1 16.6 
GL2 – – 2.2 2.5 6.5 7 3.1 – 9.6 8.1  
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depth (8.1 mm), and more similarly resembles the ΔIRPL955 profile. 
All F1/Fx profiles present shallower bleaching depths compared to 

those estimated from the IRSL Ln/Lx profiles. This is expected as the 
later parts of the IRSL decay are arguably representative of a proportion 
of the trap population which has lower bleachability. This is contrary to 
the Ln/Lx ratio which uses the first frames (most bleachable trap pop-
ulations) from the Ln and Lx measurements. Therefore, as we are 
viewing slightly different populations of the IR trap with different 
bleachabilities, there is a shift in the apparent bleaching depth. 

4.5. IRPL 955/880 nm ratio profiles 

In this section, we discuss the suitability of only measuring the nat-
ural IRPL at 880 nm and 955 nm, and taking the ratio between them. As 
previously discussed for the IRPL Ln/Lx profiles, we are able to distin-
guish between the IRPL880 and IRPL955 profiles based on the steepness of 
slope of the transition zone, and the resulting SD50 %, which here is 
considered a product of different effective μ for each IRPL emission (see 
section 3). In order to better understand our experimental results, we 
decided first to investigate the expected outcome of taking the IRPL 
955/880 nm ratio for our data through modelling. Here, we have dis-
counted any effects of data scatter, surface residual values or variation in 
σ (combined as σφ0 in the model) which may also be influencing the 
shape and depth of the experimental profiles (see section 3). First, the 
IRPL Ln/Lx data sets for each sample were fitted with Eq.2 to estimate 
the independent values of μ. Then, with the same arbitrary values set for 
σφ0, luminescence-depth profiles were modelled using these obtained μ 
estimates and the ratio between the profiles was taken. Fig. 8a shows the 
resulting modelled IRPL profiles (solid lines) and ratio profile from 
dividing IRPL 955/880 nm (dashed lines). Note that through setting 
σφ0 the same for all modelled profiles, the apparent depths of the 
modelled profiles and thus the resulting ratio curve minima are not 
corresponding to the depths seen in the experimental data. Sample GL2 
has the greatest difference in modelled μ, resulting in the deepest and 
narrowest valley in the ratio profile. The obtained μ parameters for the 
G02 IRPL profiles were 0.63 mm− 1 for the IRPL880 profile, and 0.42 
mm− 1 for IRPL955, and the resulting modelled ratio profile is similar to 
that for GL2 but with a slightly wider valley. In comparison, the 
modelled results from GOT12 resulted in the widest valley in the ratio 
profile, likely due to the relatively lower μ values compared to those 
from G02 and GL2, and more similar values of μ between the GOT12 
IRPL880 and IRPL955 profiles. 

Our measured data is presented in Fig. 8b, where the blue profiles are 
the IRPL 955/880 nm ratio curves from the measured natural IRPL 
images (left axis), and the faded grey profiles show the IRPL880 Ln/Lx 
profiles for reference (right axis). The profile from G02 (top panel in 
Fig. 8b) shows a wide valley and smooth transition to the saturation 
zone, and a ratio curve minima at 4.4 mm. The data from GOT12 
(middle panel) presents a very wide valley with an almost flat structure; 
this is similar to what we observed in the modelled ratio profile in Fig. 8a 
and is likely a result of similar bleaching depths and profile shapes of the 
IRPL880 and IRPL955 profiles (see Fig. 6c). The similarity in slope and 
bleaching depths between the two IRPL profiles could be a result of the 
specific characteristics of the two IRPL signals in relation to the samples’ 
chemistry. It is feasible that in GOT12, one of the IRPL emissions is more 
dominant over the other, and due to the close proximity of the IRPL 
detection windows, it contaminates the other measurement leading to 
similar IRPL profiles (Kumar et al., 2018; Riedesel et al., 2021). How-
ever, further investigation into this should be done in the future. 
Regardless of the relatively flat valley shape in the ratio profile, 
rescaling of the y-axis to focus on the transition and saturated regions of 
the profile allowed us to establish an approximate depth of the ratio 
curve minima for the GOT12 profile at 9.4 mm. The ratio profile for GL2 
(bottom panel) shows a clearer, narrower valley shape before increasing 
to a clear saturation region, with a ratio curve minima at 3.1 mm. 

In all experimental IRPL ratio profiles (Fig. 8b), the rise towards the 

surface is much steeper and overshoots the value of unity, contrary to 
the expected value as seen in the modelled profiles. In the model there 
were factors that were not considered and it was assumed that both 880 
and 955 centres were following first order kinetics and had the same 
intensities at the surface. However, in actual measurements the sensi-
tivity of 880 and 955 measurements are different; therefore the ratio at 
the surface deviates from unity. There is arguably good correspondence 
between the depths of the ratio curve minima and the SD50 % depths 
from the IRPL Ln/Lx profiles from either IRPL880 or IRPL955 (see 
Table 2). However, as shown in Fig. 2c, although there is a correlation 
between the ratio curve minima depths and SD50 % depths, they were 
not equal to each other. The difference between the modelled and 
experimental data is perhaps because our modelled data is, again, based 
on simple first order kinetics and over simplified, whereas luminescence 
in feldspar has been shown to follow non first-order kinetics (Jain et al., 
2015). 

5. Discussion 

Due to heterogeneity in the distribution and sensitivity of 
luminescence-emitting minerals, emission depth and rock texture, a 
normalisation step for the natural data is clearly necessary when 
reconstructing luminescence-depth profiles for RSD. Through spatially 
resolving the natural IRSL and IRPL at 880 nm and 955 nm and recon-
structing luminescence-depth profiles, one is able to see the relation of 
the shapes of the luminescence-depth profiles to this heterogeneity (e.g. 
foliation in GL2 reflected in the shape of the natural luminescence-depth 
profile in Fig. 7a); this information is usually lost when measuring OSL 
from grains or rock slices on an OSL reader. We authenticate how the 
different bleaching and stimulation properties of IRPL and IRSL can be 
utilised, and how the natural signals alone can be used for normalising 
luminescence-depth profiles, in place of regeneration doses. 

Estimating the bleaching depths from all the natural (Ln) profiles was 
difficult, with significant ambiguity in determining where the saturation 
depth actually begun, and in defining a representative mean saturation 
value as the luminescence intensities significantly fluctuated with depth. 
The distribution of luminescing minerals was clearly the culprit limiting 
the profile readability, and it is obvious that such factors will be 
amplified when trying to date samples with significantly shorter expo-
sures (very small bleached region at the surface), or stronger rock tex-
tures (e.g. strong foliations). As expected and demonstrated in previous 
studies, the profiles obtained using the regeneration dose as normal-
isation (Ln/Lx) allow clear observation of the bleaching depths. 

As previously mentioned in section 4.2, we see a slight increase in 
Ln/Lx ratio profile within the first 1–2 mm from the surface for each 
sample. From investigating the Lx data from each of the samples we 
observed a change in sensitivity at the surfaces of the rocks after the 
samples received regenerative doses. Fig. 9 presents the IRPL880 profiles 
(as an example) from the Lx images from G02 (a), GOT12 (b) and GL2 
(c), focusing on the surface 6 mm, with the Ln profiles for reference 
(black data points). We see that there is an apparent decrease in IRPL 
intensity towards the surface, especially for G02 and GOT12, where after 
receiving a regenerative dose, luminescence emitting minerals are pre-
sent (i.e. this intensity decrease is not a product of irregular mineral 
distribution; see supplementary information for Lx images of IRPL880 
and IRSL). Such an increase in Ln/Lx ratio towards the surface can also 
be observed in previous data reported by Sellwood et al. (2019). Whilst 
the reason for this is currently unknown, it is hypothesised that 
de-sensitisation may have arisen due to (sub)micron scale weathering 
not visible to the naked eye, or there may be some sensitivity change due 
to prolonged UV exposure within the surface region of the rock, influ-
encing the distribution of trapping sites. However, it is currently un-
known as to whether this phenomenon occurs in nature and what the 
implications are with regards to RSBD. If in nature, the previously 
exposed rock surface undergoes such sensitivity changes then dose es-
timates from surface slices will likely present underestimates of the real 
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dose. These aspects require future attention. 
Our observations of IRPL and IRSL met our expectations concerning 

the different bleaching responses of the three measured emissions 
(greater bleachability of IRSL and IRPL955 relative to IRPL880). 
Following the standard double exponential function (Eq.2), we affirm 
that different bleaching depths and transition-zone slopes result pre-
dominantly from variable effective μ between the two IRPL emissions. It 
is again at the surface regions of the slabs where we see varying 
behaviour, resulting in the steep valley slope at the start of the IRPL 955/ 
880 nm ratio profiles. This is a product of the different residual levels 
and different bleachabilities between the two IRPL centres. But to fully 
understand the shapes and development of ratio profiles, further in-
vestigations in to the response of IRPL to different wavelengths and how 
these wavelengths penetrate through heterogeneous materials is 
required. Regardless of these new questions which have emerged, we 
were able to adequately demonstrate how using these intrinsic bleaching 
properties of IRPL at each trapping centre provided an adequate alter-
native normalisation method, with ratio curve minima providing 
acceptable estimates of IRPL bleaching depths and clearly show that all 
three samples had been exposed to sunlight. Requiring only two images, 
the IRPL 955/880 nm ratio can rapidly assist with sample screening both 
in the field and laboratory, where IRSL cannot be measured, or where 
one wishes to preserve IRSL for later measurement. 

In this study, the ΔIRPL is significantly lower than the values re-
ported in Jain et al. (2020) presumably because our samples have an 
IRSL fading component. IRSL fading has been found to be more prob-
lematic in rocks than in sediments (e.g. Rades et al., 2018; Souza et al., 
2019; Vafiadou et al., 2007). The natural ΔIRPL is expected to be much 
smaller for a sample with high fading rate compared to a sample with 
lower fading rate, because in nature the fading component (i.e. IRSL50) 
has already been removed to a greater extent in the former case 
compared to the latter. Similar to our results, Jain et al. (2020) also 
found a large spread in ΔIRPL from sample to sample, presumably 
because of the sample-to-sample variation in the density of recombi-
nation centres in feldspar. Through the ΔIRPL method we achieve pro-
files similar in shape and bleaching depth to the IRSL Ln/Lx or F1/Fx 
profiles for all three samples. It was unexpected to observe an increase in 
IRPL in all samples as a result from IRSL measurement, which especially 
influenced the transition zones in the IRPL880. This increase is likely 
resulting from re-trapping of charge participating in IRSL, which then 
participates in IRPL and is particularly noticeable in the regions of the 
slab where IRPL was previously negligible. The extent to which this 
charge re-trapping happens holds influence over the shape of the ΔIRPL 
profiles is not explored here. It is apparent that we need a more thorough 
investigation of de/re-trapping behaviour during IR-stimulation to fully 
understand how it influences the ΔIRPL calculation and resulting 
luminescence-depth profiles. However, the ΔIRPL method underlines 
how it is possible to estimate the IRSL SD50 % depth from the IRPL data 
alone; a field instrument does not need to be tuned for optimal IRSL 
imaging, but instead IRPL (favourably IRPL955) can be measured before 

and after IRSL has been stimulated for an in situ estimate of this depth. 
Where the full IRSL decay curve can be measured, we demonstrate 

that using a later frame from the decay curve for normalisation of the 
natural IRSL also results in a profile where one can clearly see the 
bleached region, transition zone, and the saturated region. The latter 
accounts for different minerals or sensitivity across the slab, but still 
suffers from minor fluctuations due to varying IRSL decay rates from 
different regions. Consideration should be taken when choosing a nor-
malisation frame, as the shape of the profile can vary slightly, but we 
argue that this choice is not critical when using the method for obtaining 
estimates of profiles or constructing relative exposure chronologies. 

Our work demonstrates that different signals and normalisation ap-
proaches may be used for reconstructing luminescence-depth profiles, 
depending on whether the assessment is made in the field or in the 
laboratory. For example, if a sample has only a short exposure to sun-
light, IRSL measurement would be the most favourable signal due to its 
higher bleachability. This also however, means that measurements will 
ideally be made in the lab, as IRSL imaging requires appropriate stim-
ulation powers and a sensitive detector (EMCCD as opposed to a con-
ventional scientific camera inadequate for low light levels). Such a 
measurement could be made using a normalisation with a later frame 
(F1/Fx) or with a response to a regeneration dose. However, if this is not 
possible (or you are in the field), then the ΔIRPL measurement could be 
made, acting as a surrogate for the IRSL measurement. On the other 
hand, if the sample has received sufficient daylight exposure, taking the 
IRPL 955/880 nm ratio would be arguably favourable when sampling in 
the field, as this does not destroy the IRSL signal. The higher sensitivity 
of the IRPL allows easy measurement and can be taken from small 
chunks of samples of interest. Samples that show a profile can then be 
selected, and the measurements can be repeated later in the laboratory 
alongside IRSL. 

6. Conclusions 

The development of the luminescence rock surface dating method 
has been limited by aspects such as the need for extensive sample 
collection and preparation stages and the requirement of access to 
irradiation facilities for normalisation of the natural OSL signals. We 
present novel methods for spatially resolving luminescence-depth pro-
files using IRSL and IRPL (880 nm and 955 nm) from large (cm-scale) 
rock samples with an EMCCD-based imaging system. We avoid time- 
consuming sample preparation stages by only requiring to cut samples 
perpendicular to the exposed surface. Spatially resolving the IRSL and 
IRPL provides high-resolution luminescence-depth profiles, whose 
structure is a function of bleaching depth as well as the spatial variation 
in the sensitivity and the occurrence of feldspar mineral grains. 

We discuss theoretically and demonstrate experimentally different 
normalisation methods based on the bleaching characteristics of 
different IR stimulated signals in feldspars. Through taking the ratio of 
the two IRPL emissions (IRPL 955/880 nm), we were able to estimate 

Fig. 9. Surface 6 mm of IRPL880 Ln (solid points, right axis) and Lx (hollow points, left axis) profiles for G02 (a), GOT12 (b) and GL2 (c). The faded grey profiles show 
the IRPL880 Ln/Lx profile, in arbitrary units (without a y-axis), to indicate the effect of sensitivity change on Ln/Lx profile shape. 
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the bleaching depth of IRPL whilst avoiding the need for a regeneration 
dose altogether and only requiring two images of the natural signal. We 
also show that calculating the change in IRPL intensity from before and 
after IRSL (ΔIRPL) allows us to both view the percentage of trap charge 
population which participates in IRSL as well as reconstruct a ΔIRPL - 
depth profile that approximates the IRSL profile. The ΔIRPL method is 
particularly useful when IRSL cannot be measured directly (e.g. when 
we have unsuitable detectors or insufficient stimulation light power). 
Finally, we demonstrate that normalisation of the natural IRSL can be 
done via taking a frame from a later part of the IRSL decay curve. 

The normalisation methods proposed here for rapid, high-resolution 
IRPL and IRSL measurements avoid the need for gamma and X-ray 
irradiation sources for estimating the bleaching depths. These methods 
render the rock surface dating technique suitable for in situ field in-
vestigations and make high-resolution profile imaging feasible in labo-
ratories lacking ionising radiation facilities for large samples (e.g. a 
gamma source). We expect that the methods proposed here will greatly 
assist with a) sample screening in the laboratory or in the field based on 
the bleaching status of a rock (e.g. for rock surface burial dating), and b) 
establishing relative exposure chronologies in the field. 
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